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ABSTRACT: In this contribution, four perylenediimide derivatives
(PTCDIs) with different core-substituted aromatic groups were prepared.
Studies on their sensing properties in hydrazine vapor (10 ppm) suggested
∼5 orders of the magnitude in increased current for core-phenyl-substituted
DEY was achieved and this value is 9, 9, and 24 times higher than that of core-
pyridyl-substituted DSPY, DFPY, and DTPY, respectively. The differential
response to the hydrazine vapor is less dependent on their surface area and
morphologies. The lower LUMO energy and activation energy with smaller
interplanar spacing allows DEY highly efficient sensing performance. A similar
face−face packing mode and LUMO energy of DSPY and DFPY lead to both
of them exhibiting the same sensing performance, while higher LUMO energy
and head-to-tail packing modes with a greater interplanar spacing induce the
less-efficient sensing performance of DTPY sensors. Discussions for
structure−function relationships suggested that aromatic groups in the bay
region have significant impact on PTCDI sensing performance by modulating energy level, interplanar spacing, and stacking
modes.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Perylene and its derivatives are among the most extensively
investigated chromospheres in dye chemistry, because of their
high absorption coefficient for visible light as well as their high
chemical and thermal stability.1 They have found many
potential applications in the materials2−4 and supramolecular
chemistry area.5,6 Another possible application of perylenedii-
mide derivatives (PTCDIs) is their use as gas-sensing devices,7

which are based on a change in its fluorescence8 or
conductivity9 under the influence of gas molecules. Recently,
several groups have initiated programs to design gas fluorescent
or conductometric sensing devices based on PTCDI molecules
for detecting volatile organic vapor. Che et al. fabricated a
sensing device based on microfibers fabricated of hexylheptyl-
substituted PTCDIs, which has a high sensitivity to organic
amines.10 Liu and co-workers developed a new cyclodextrin-
substituted PTCDI sensors with desired selectivity.11 Peng et al.
have used cholesterol-derived PTCDIs as materials, successfully
creating amine-sensing devices with a detect limitation of 150.0
ppt.12 To study the diffusion effect using electrical measure-
ment methods, dimethylperylene-substituted PTCDIs con-
ductometric sensing devices were prepared by Schlettwein’s
group, and changes in the conductivity were shown under
increasing partial pressure of ethanol, acetone, or n-butane.13

Although much success has been achieved for detection of
volatile organic vapor by using PTCDI sensing devices,14 the
design and application of the PTCDIs sensing material lack a

systematic nature, and the relationships between the molecular
structure of PTCDIs and its sensing performance still remain
veiled.
Variation in the electrical conductivity of organic semi-

conductor induced by the adsorption of gases represents one of
the critical parameters to control the performance of
conductometric gas sensors. In general, variance of conductivity
is associated with chemical nature of organic semiconductor
materials,15 which is closely related to the molecular structure.
Therefore, molecular modification is one of the most important
means to improve the performance of PTCDI devices.16 To
date, most modifications of perylenediimide derivatives were
achieved by introducing solubilizing substituted groups at the
imide nitrogen or adding substituents to the carbocyclic scaffold
in the so-called bay area.17 Through latter strategy, some core
substituents can be introduced to the conjugated core, which
not only change energy level, but also lead to twisting of
perylene core and alter π−π overlap between naphthalenic
subunits, to significantly affect the performance of PTCDIs
devices.18 Since the performance was associated with core-
substituted groups, it is inferred that some valuable information
about structure−function relationships can be revealed by
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detailed probing the effect of core-substituted groups on the
performance of PTCDI conductometric sensors.
In the present study, four core-aromatic substituted

perylenediimide derivatives: N′-bis(n-dodecyl)-1,7-di-
(phenylethynyl)perylene-3,4:9,10-tetracarboxyldiimide (DEY),
N,N′-bis(n-dodecyl)-1,7-di(2-ethynylpyridine)perylene-
3,4:9,10-tetracarboxyldiimide (DSPY), N,N′-bis(n-dodecyl)-
1,7-di(3-ethynylpyridine)perylene-3,4:9,10-tetracarboxyldii-
mide (DTPY), N,N′-bis(n-dodecyl)-1,7-di(4-ethynylpyridine)-
perylene-3,4:9,10-tetracarboxyldiimide (DFPY) (Scheme 1)

were prepared and their gas response to hydrazine vapor was
characterized by conductivity measurements. This work mainly
focuses on the effect of two types of aromatic groupsnamely,
phenyl and pyridyland isomeric effect of nitrogen atom in
pyridyl ring on sensing performance of PTCDIs sensors. It was
found that variation of aromatic groups and substituted position
of nitrogen atom in pyridyl ring not only change energy level,
but also lead to twisting of perylene core and remarkably affect
solid-state aggregation modes so as to have significant impact
on their gas responses. Detailed analyses of the effect of these
core-substituted groups on sensing performance are presented.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
The synthesis and purification of DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and
DFPY were synthesized according to reported procedure with
slight modifications,19 and the synthesis procedures was shown
in the Supporting Information.1H NMR spectra (400 MHz)
were recorded on a Bruker ARX 400 with CDCl3 or
CF3COOD as the solvent. The surface morphologies of spin-
coated thin film on SiO2/Si substrates were observed on a
Nanoscope IIIa atomic force microscopy (AFM) system in
tapping mode. Fluorescence spectra and ultraviolet−visible
light (UV-vis) absorption spectra were recorded on a Perkin−
Elmer Model LS 55 luminescence spectrometer and a Perkin−
Elmer Model Lamda 950 UV−vis spectrophotometer,
respectively. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of these
PTCDI films were performed on a Model D/max-2500
rotation anode X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku, Japan), for
which a Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.54 Å) was used. Cyclic
voltammetry was recorded on IM6ex under Ar in dichloro-
methane solutions with Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode.
The film thickness was examined by Kla-Ten Alpha-step D-120
stylus profiler. The valence band (Ev) and the conduction band
(Ec) was calculated according to corresponding highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) energies. The LUMO energies for
these PTCDIs were estimated, versus the vacuum level,
according to ELUMO = 4.4 eV − Ered1, and HOMO energies
were obtained using the relation EHOMO = ELUMO − Eg from the

optical gaps (Eg) determined from the overlap of the
normalized UV-vis and fluorescence spectra in dichloro-
methane (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The
Fermi level (EF) was estimated from the average value of Ec and
Ev.
DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY sensors were fabricated

according to a procedure below. First, SiO2-coated Si(100)
substrates were cleaned in a 3:7 mixture of H2O2 and H2SO4,
rinsed with deionized water, and dried by a stream of argon.
Then, the chloroform solutions (2 mg mL−1) of DEY, DSPY,
DTPY, and DFPY were spin-coated on the substrates in air at
room temperature. Finally, drain and source electrodes for
current (I)−time (t) measurement were fabricated by vapor
depositing Au (2 × 10−6 Torr, 0.5 Å/s, ∼50 nm thick) onto
semiconductor film (80 nm) through shadow mask to obtain
devices with a channel length of 100 μm and width of 110 μm.
The device was put into the test chamber with a volume of 2 L,
which was connected with vacuum with two-way valves. Then,
a certain amount of hydrazine was injected into the test
chamber by a syringe and the variation in current was recorded
continuously by a Keithley Model 4200-SCS system until the
current reached a steady value.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As n-type organic semiconductor materials (i.e., electron
acceptor), PTCDIs are capable of acting as sensory materials,
which are used to examine some reducing agents (i.e., electron
donor) such as hydrazine.20 Therefore, the sensory properties
of DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY films in hydrazine gas were
investigated by their conductometric gas sensors, and the
results revealed that these PTCDIs materials were highly
sensitive to hydrazine vapor. To evaluate their sensing
performance, the normalized current change I/I0, where I and
I0 denote the real-time and the initial current, respectively, were
recorded in Figure 1. Upon their exposure to hydrazine vapor

(10 ppm), it was determined that an ∼5-orders-of-magnitude
increase in current for DEY was achieved (Figure 1). Although
a notable change was also observed in the current of DSPY,
DTPY, and DFPY, the magnitude of increased current,
compared with DEY, is 9, 9, and 24 times lower for DSPY,
DFPY, and DTPY, respectively (see Figure 1). Some
experiments, under changing concentration of hydrazine
(Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) or the thickness
of the PTCDI films (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information)
were carried out further, and similar results can be achieved.

Scheme 1. Molecular Structure of DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and
DFPY

Figure 1. Current modulation (I/I0)−time (t) curves of DEY, DSPY,
DTPY, and DFPY gas sensors in hydrazine vapor (10 ppm).
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These results revealed core-phenyl substituted DEY molecules,
which were more sensitive to hydrazine gas than core-pyridyl
substituted DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY. Concerning pyridyl-
substituted PTCDIs, DSPY and DFPY possess the same
variations in the magnitude of current (∼4 orders of
magnitude) and the value is ∼3 times higher than that of
DTPY, which illustrate that the substituted position of the N
atom also had a significant impact on the sensing performance
of PTCDI gas sensors. Further compared with core-
unsubstituted PTCDI-C12 and PTCDI-C10 (Table S1 in the
Supporting Information),14,21 the magnitude of increased
current for core-aromatic-substituted DEY, DSPY, DFPY, and
DTPY was 1−2 orders higher than that of PTCDI-C12 and
PTCDI-C10. This behavior can be ascribed to their larger
delocalization of the perylene anionic radical and smaller
activation energy.22

In general, the mechanism of conductometric gas sensors
based on organic semiconductor materials is founded on the
gas adsorption/binding at the surface, then formed charge
transfer complexes between both species that dissociate and
diffuse into the materials, which lead to the variation in the
majority charge carriers, and then in the conductivity.23 This
mechanism can involve either weak or chemical interactions,
depending on the chemical nature of both the gas and organic
semiconductor materials. From the mechanism, it can be seen
that the response or sensitivity of organic semiconductor
materials is related to two factors. One is the high surface area
that can provide the expedient diffusion of the analyte
molecule, the other is the chemical or aggregated nature of
semiconductor molecules such as energy level and molecular
packing modes, which are associated with the formation of
charge carriers and efficient transport into the materials.
According to this sensing mechanism, the surface morphologies
of the fabricated thin films were first investigated by AFM. As
shown in Figure 2, although all films possess a similar
morphology and exhibit a meshlike surface microstructure, a
smaller magnitude of holes obviously exhibited in the film of
DEY compared to DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY, which indicated
the smallest surface area was contacted with the analyte. In the
case of DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY, more ordered and dense

holes were displayed in the thin film of DTPY, which provide
high-efficient channel for diffusion of gas molecules. While a
bigger holelike microstructure was found in the DFPY film,
implying a smaller outside surface area and a less contact time
with hydrazine vapor, and led to an abrupt increase in current
(see Figure 1).24 However, the DEY and DTPY possess the
best and worst sensing performances, respectively, despite their
smallest and largest surface area. Therefore, it is proposed that
the dramatic difference in sensing performance was less
dependent on their morphologies and surface area.
In order to reveal the reason for the dramatic difference in

their sensing performance, the crystal phases of DEY, DSPY,
DTPY, and DFPY thin films were further investigated by XRD
measurement and highly crystalline structure was observed
(Figure 3). XRD profiles indicate the long axis of the unit cell as

20.10, 23.29, 24.24, and 33.24 Å (2θ = 4.39°, 3.79°, 3.64°, and
2.77°, respectively) for DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY,
respectively, which is shorter than the total length of the
corresponding PTCDI molecules of 40.46, 40.55, 40.32, and
40.73 Å (along the long axis of PTCDIs, DFT calculation,
B3LYP/6-31g*). This is likely due to the tilted stacking of
perylene core planes and the strong hydrophobic interaction

Figure 2. AFM images (5 μm × 5 μm) of thin films of (a, b) DEY, (c, d) DSPY, (e, f) DTPY and (g, h) DFPY. The upper row shows topographic
images, and the lower row shows phase contrast images.

Figure 3. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns with d spacing given (Å) of
DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY thin films.
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between side chains, which usually results in effective side-chain
interdigitation and thus leads to shortened length along the
longitudinal direction.25 This result is further supported by a
diffuse halo exhibiting in the wide-angle region (∼20°, 4−5 Å),
and this is attributed to the typical scattering from disordered
alkyl chains, indicating that strong interdigitation between side
chains. More importantly, a reflection was observed in the wide
angle region at ca. 2θ = 26.44°, 25.98°, 26.02°, and 26.77°
(interplanar spacings of 3.37, 3.43, 3.42, and 3.33 Å,
respectively) for DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY, respectively,
implying that strong π−π stacking exists in the sample.26 Since
interplanar spacing between perylene core are crucial for
efficient carrier transport, it can be speculated that variation in
π−π stacking distance may play an critical role in determining
the sensing performance of PTCDIs.
UV-vis spectra were subsequently studied both in the

chloroform and in thin films. As shown in Figure 4a, The
UV-vis spectra of DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY in chloroform
(0.1 mg mL−1) exhibited three pronounced peaks (in the range
of 450−620 nm) and a shoulder at ∼430 nm. This is a typical
spectrum of an individual PTCDI molecule in solution (i.e., in a
nonaggregated form), and corresponds to an electronic π−π*
transition superimposed with vibrational transitions.27 In
addition, the line shape of the absorption spectra for these
core-substituted PTCDIs comparable to the spectra of
unsubstituted one are broader and display less vibronic
structures,21 the difference can be explained in terms of the
loss of planarity of the perylene core and the lower molecular
symmetry caused by the bay substituents,28 and this is
supported by the results of calculated torsional angle, as
discussed below. The solid-state spectra of the DEY, DSPY,
DTPY, and DFPY thin films in air (Figure 4b) are significantly
different from that in solutions. Compared to the spectra in
solution, a dramatic red-shift of 74 nm for DEY, 15 nm for
DTPY occurred in the spectra of thin films. This shift is due to
the dipole-allowed low-energy absorption that is characteristic
for transition dipoles in a head-to-tail configuration in a J-type
aggregate.29 In comparison, a remarkable blue-shift of 28 and
83 nm for DSPY and DFPY, respectively, exhibited in the
spectra of thin films, implying the face−face parallel arrange-
ment of chromophore dipoles in so-called H-aggregates.30

Compared with J-type aggregate, H-aggregated mode implies
more larger π−π overlap of vicinal perylene core, which is
expected to enhance charge carrier mobility.
In order to probe in-depth understanding for this dramatic

difference in sensing performance, the torsional angles between

the two naphthalene mean-square planes of perylene core were
investigated using DFT/B3LYP program and the result is
illustrated in Table 1. The results suggested that DEY possess

the largest torsional angle of 17.29° in these PTCDIs. In the
case of core-pyridyl substituted DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY, the
torsional angle of 14.87° for DSPY, 16.99° for DTPY, and
17.03° for DFPY were found, indicating substituted position of
the N atom also had significant impact on the torsion of
perylene core. Combined with discussions on the XRD pattern,
it is proposed that DEY an DTPY adopted a head-to-tail
packing modes with a interplanar spacing of 3.37 and 3.45 Å,
while DSPY and DFPY have a face-to-face molecular packing
with contacts of 3.42 and 3.37 Å between the PTCDI π-planes
(Figure 5), respectively. It is well-known that charge carrier
mobility is usually maximized along the direction of cofacial

Figure 4. Normalized UV−vis spectra of DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY (a) in chloroform solution and (b) in films.

Table 1. Torsional Angles between the Two Naphthalene
Mean-Square Planes of Perylene Core

semiconductor torsional angle (deg)

DEY 17.29
DSPY 14.87
DTPY 16.99
DFPY 17.03

Figure 5. Possible packing styles of perylene core for (a) DEY, (b)
DSPY, (c) DTPY, and (d) DFPY. These packing styles were obtained
by analyzing DFT calculation results, UV-vis spectra, and XRD data.
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π−π stacking of conjugated systems,31 and thus the larger
torsional angle must weaken the π−π orbital overlap between
adjacent perylene cores and depress carrier mobility and lead to
a smaller magnitude of increase in current.
As far as an organic semiconductor is concerned, the

electrical conductivity obeys the well-known Arrhenius-type
equation that is described by eq 1:32

σ σ= −E kTexp( / )a0 (1)

where σ and σ0 are the electrical conductivity and a prefactor,
respectively, and Ea is the activation energy, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature. Ea is given by either Ec − EF
or EF − Ev, depending on whether electrons or holes are
considered. In the case of DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY
molecules, the parameters σ0, k, and T are same; therefore, the
change of the electrical conductivity is only associated with the
variation of Ea, which can be calculated from Ec − EF, because
only electron transport is occurring in these PTCDI solid
materials. Therefore, we further investigated the electronic
properties of all the present semiconductors via cyclic
voltammetry (Figure 6), and the values of half-wave potentials

for the reduction (Ered1), LUMO, HOMO, Ec, Ev, EF, and the
corresponding Ea are summarized in Table 2. It was found that
DEY possesses the lowest LUMO energy (−3.68 eV) and
activation energy (2.10 eV) (see Table 2) among these PTCDI
molecules. The lower LUMO energy and activation energy
enable the high efficient charge exchange that occurs between
DEY and hydrazine molecules (Eox° = +0.43 V, vs. SCE), while
close contacts of 3.37 Å between the adjacent perylene cores
allows a very dense arrangement of the molecules, leading to
high charge carrier mobility. Meanwhile, this close distance can
well make up for a deficiency for carriers transport that arising
from the head-to-tail arrangement and distorted packing of
perylene core, and resulted in the most dramatic increase in
current.

Concerning the DSPY and DSPY gas devices, the same
magnitude of increased current was exhibited in hydrazine
vapor. The behavior can be attributed to the differences in their
interplanar spacing and torsional angle. As discussed earlier,
both DSPY and DSPY adopted a face-to-face packing mode in
thin films, implying a larger π−π overlap of vicinal PTCDIs
molecules that provide high-efficient channel for carrier
transport. However, a greater torsional angle (17.03°) makes
DFPY molecule larger distortion and reduces π−π overlap
between perylene core that hinder charge transport, despite
DFPY allows for close interplanar spacing of 3.37 Å. Compared
with DFPY, the molecule of DSPY showing a greater
interplanar spacing of 3.42 Å within each stack induce a low-
efficient charge transport, despite its smaller torsional angle of
14.87°, and thereby lead to the same variation in increasing
current. This result is very consistent with the calculated
electrical conductivity from the equation discussed above that
are rooted in the same activation energy (see Table 2). In the
case of DTPY sensors, the poorest sensing performance can be
ascribed to two factors. The first one is DTPY molecules
exhibiting the highest LUMO energy (−3.78 eV), which results
in the charge exchange occurring between DTPY and hydrazine
molecules being less efficient. The other one is the DTPY
molecules adopting head-to-tail packing modes in thin films,
showing a greater torsional angle of 16.99°, possessing a greater
interplanar spacing of 3.45 Å, making the π−π overlap minimal,
and depress carrier mobility, and ultimately induce the smallest
increasing in current.

■ CONCLUSION

In conclusion, four perylenediimide derivatives were prepared:
DEY, DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY. The determination of sensing
properties in hydrazine vapor based on their conductometric
gas sensors revealed that an ∼5-order-of magnitude increase in
current for core-phenyl-substituted DEY was achieved. This
value is 9, 9, and 24 times higher than that of core-pyridyl-
substituted DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY, respectively. The
differential response to the hydrazine vapor for these PTCDI
gas sensors is less dependent on their surface area and
morphologies, and should be ascribed to difference in energy
level, interplanar spacing and stacking modes. The lower
LUMO energy and activation energy with smaller interplanar
spacing allows DEY to possess a highly efficient sensing
performance. A similar face-to-face packing mode and LUMO
energy of DSPY and DFPY lead to both of them exhibiting
same sensing performance, despite the differences in torsional
angle and interplanar spacing. While higher LUMO energy and
head-to-tail aggregated modes with a greater interplanar spacing
induce the less-efficient sensing performance of DTPY sensors.
This study indicates different types of aromatic groups in the
bay region have significant impact on the performance of
PTCDI gas-sensing devices. It is expected this study on
structure−function relationships can provide some valuable

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammograms of reduction potentials for DEY,
DSPY, DTPY, and DFPY in dichloromethane-TBAPF6 (scan speed =
100 mV s−1).

Table 2. Molecular Orbital Energies of the Organic Semiconductors Studied in This Work Estimated from Cyclic Voltammetry
and Optical Absorption

semiconductor Ered1 LUMO HOMO EC (eV) Ev (eV) EF (eV) Ea (eV)

DEY −0.72 −3.68 −5.78 −3.68 −5.78 −4.73 1.05
DSPY −0.70 −3.70 −5.87 −3.70 −5.87 −4.79 1.08
DTPY −0.61 −3.79 −5.94 −3.78 −5.94 −4.87 1.07
DFPY −0.69 −3.71 −5.88 −3.71 −5.88 −4.80 1.08
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information on the design and development of high-perform-
ance organic sensing devices.
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